CeraGlaze® Intra-Oral Polishing Set
LS-503

The technology of silicone polishers has been replaced with better diamond impregnated polishers. Traditional silicone polishers are inexpensive but they wear extremely fast and are not able to produce the same quality of shine as the diamond impregnated polishers on new porcelain materials.

Diamond impregnated polishers last longer and achieve a better finish due to the matrix containing the diamond abrasives. With the high demand for intra-oral polishing of full ceramic restorations that have been bonded prior to any occlusal adjustments, Kerr Dental has developed the NTI® CeraGlaze® Intra-oral Logic Set.

Suggested Techniques

The initial step is to pre-polish with the white silicone pre-polisher P0355 cup and P0352 point. The white polishers removes scratches from the surface. The point works great on a labial or occlusal surface.

Follow with a yellow CeraGlaze® diamond impregnated polisher P30035-3 cup, P30033-3 small point or P30032-3 large point to achieve a natural ‘wet look’ shine on porcelain without reglazing.

HP & RA/Latch recommended speed: 5,000-7,000 rpm. FG Polishers should be used at minimum speed allowed by your electric handpiece with light pressure.
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